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The Art of Photoshop for Digital PhotographersSams Publishing, 2005
Experience the highly visual format of the Art of Photoshop: Digital Photography Workshop and learn how to take good source photos and transform them into display-quality digital works of art with visual effects used in Adobe Photoshop. Using the beauty of the Tuscan region of Italy as a backdrop, author and...
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Voice Over MPLS : Planning and Designing NetworksMcGraw-Hill, 2002
MPLS is many things to many people. If you’re moving IP voice traffic, it may mean performance gains for you.
Daniel Minoli’s Voice Over MPLS gives you the technical and business lowdown on innovative new solutions for packet-based voice.  What does it take to build flexible, high-performance networks with...
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Mass Dimension One Fermions (Cambridge Monographs on Mathematical Physics)Cambridge University Press, 2019

	In 2005, Dharam Ahluwalia and Daniel Grumiller reported an unexpected theoretical discovery of mass dimension one fermions. These are an entirely new class of spin one half particles, and because of their mass dimensionality mismatch with the standard model fermions they are a first-principle dark matter candidate. Written by one of the...
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Beautiful JavaScript: Leading Programmers Explain How They ThinkO'Reilly, 2015

	
		JavaScript is arguably the most polarizing and misunderstood programming language in the world. Many have attempted to replace it as the language of the Web, but JavaScript has survived, evolved, and thrived. Why did a language created in such hurry succeed where others failed?

	
		This guide gives you a rare glimpse into...
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Pro Spring Dynamic Modules for OSGi  Service Platforms (Expert's Voice in Open Source)Apress, 2009

	Spring and OSGi’s features are a natural fit; they are orthogonal to each other. The Open Services Gateway initiative (OSGi) is about packaging, deployment, and versioning issues, while Spring is about providing the necessary foundation to wire up Java classes in their most basic form using dependency injection and aspect orientation to...
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Aspect-Oriented Programming with AspectJSams Publishing, 2002
In a November 2001 Java Pro magazine article, noted Java pundit Daniel Savarese states, "The days of Object-Oriented Programming may be numbered, One day we may all be using Aspect-Oriented Programming ."  While this may be hyperbole, the AOP bring certain needed improvements to the OOP.  AspectJ is a Java-based tool that allows...
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My Life in Football - The AutobiographyPan Macmillan, 2019

	Kevin Keegan’s illustrious career in professional football has marked him out as one of the most charismatic, talented and decorated men in the history of the sport. As a player, he is best known for a legendary 1970s spell at Liverpool under Bill Shankly then Bob Paisley. In six seasons Keegan played a pivotal role in Liverpool winning...
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History, Historians, and Conservatism in Britain and America: From the Great War to Thatcher and ReaganOxford University Press, 2009
History, Historians, and Conservatism in Britain and America examines the subjects, motives, and personal and intellectual origins of conservative historians who were also successful public intellectuals. In their search for a persuasive and wide appeal, conservatives depended until at least the 1960s upon history and historians to provide...
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Sams Teach Yourself SQL in 24 Hours (3rd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2002
Sams Teach Yourself SQL in 24 Hours, Third Edition presents the key features of SQL (Structured Query Language) in an easy to understand format with updated code examples, notes, diagrams, exercises, and quizzes.  New material covers more information on transactions, constructs, embedded databases, and object-oriented programming.  In this...
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Organic Chemistry DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2006
Take the unCONQUERability out of ORGANIC CHEMISTRY!
 Now anyone can master organic chemistry -- without tears, unlimited time, or a Ph.D.  In Organic Chemistry Demystified, organic chemist and experienced teacher Daniel Bloch provides an effective and painless way to learn or review organic chemistry, from the chemical...
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New Literacies: Everyday Practices and Social LearningOpen University Press, 2011

	“Like a compass guiding you to what’s important and why in this rapidly evolving field, this new edition is utterly stimulating but also thoughtful and measured.”

	Daniel Cassany, Literacy Researcher and Teacher, Universitat Pompeu Fabra, Barcelona, Spain 


	"Essential reading for those...
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A Little Java, A Few PatternsMIT Press, 1997

	Java is a new object-oriented programming language that was developed by Sun Microsystems for programming the Internet and intelligent appliances. In a very short time it has become one of the most widely used programming languages for education as well as commercial applications.Design patterns, which have moved object-oriented programming...
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